
Up Close & Personal with Bhaskar 

InfoBuzz : What is the sweetest memory from your childhood days? 

Bhaskar Reddy : During my childhood days, I received a scholarship with which I 
bought a 2 wheeler for my father. I was very happy to see my dad driving it. All the 
people in my village recognised this act of mine as a great achievement. I still 
remember it as the sweetest memory of my childhood.

IB : If you had to describe your life in 20 words or less, what would you say?

BR : Life is like a dream. It's up to you to either live in the realm of dreams or make your dreams come true in 
life.

IB : What is your time management mantra?

BR : Start with the day early and make a note of all the things you need to take care of for the day. At night, 
take a few minutes to look back on the day and note the things you have accomplished and the ones which 
you need to plan for the following day. During the day, keep a few checkpoints - like tea or coffee breaks - to 
check if you are on track.

IB : How do you balance personal and professional life?

BR : My kids are my world now, I spend time with them when they need me the most, and add a few hours of 
work at the end of the day once they go to bed.  In that way, I can balance both work and personal life.

IB : IWhat is the one thing you hate most?

BR : I hate the word "Comparison": I hate people who start comparing themselves with others. I hate 
facebook and other social media apps. We should live the way that gives us the most happiness and be 
content and satisfied with it, rather than comparing ourselves to others.

IB : What is your favourite pastime?

BR : My favourite pastime changed over the years. In the last few years, playing with my kids and spending 
quality time with my kids is my favorite pastime.

IB : If you had to live the life of a celebrity, who would it be and why?

BR : Sachin Tendulkar: the god of cricket; and Indians admire cricketers a lot.  Being a professional 
Sportsman has always been my dream. Who would not love a profession where you have to do the one thing 
you love the most, that is to play. And, people shower you with love because you are playing. It’s every child's 
dream and it has been mine since childhood.

IB : What do you enjoy cooking most?

BR : I enjoy cooking after a stressful day at work. It helps me relax.  I like cooking chicken biryani.

IB : What if you had 6 months of paid vacation? Where would you travel?

BR : Norwegian Countries ! I want to know more about the culture and the people in Finland, Norway, 
Denmark and Sweden. I want to know how and why they are the happiest people and happiest countries on 
the planet. Hope Infoglen can make this dream come true.

IB : What's the one thing you like about Infoglen?  

BR : Infoglen’s Employee First and Employee Oriented policy. At Infoglen, I have felt the freedom to be 
myself. It helps me to deliver the best I can.  I thank Infoglen for giving the employees time, space and 
freedom. If you can help a person be their true selves that is when you can see them doing wonders.

Bhaskar Reddy, our Salesforce Developer from Hyderabad 
shared insights from his personal life
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Celebrations

Birthdays

Ranu, (Ajmer)
8th April

Harvesh, 
(New Delhi)
14th April

Geeta, (Nasik)
16th April

Work Anniversaries

Nafeesa, 
(California) 

3 Years,
2nd April

Ankush, 
(Bangalore) 

4 Years,
9th April

Sarath, 
(Hyderabad) 

3 Years,
10th April

Rahul Kumar, 
(Bangalore) 

1 Year,
13th April

Amritesh, 
(Chhattisgarh) 

3 Years,
23rd April

Nikhil, (Pune) 
1 Year,

23rd April

Bhaskar, 
(Telangana) 

1 Year,
27th April

Mubeen, 
(California) 

1 Year,
27th April

Techtalk

Yes, you heard that right! Not only does Salesforce offer a great CRM solution, it is 
also a very powerful platform to automate and digitally transform business 
processes. 

Every company has its own needs that are not only related to CRM. In my 
experience of working at a leading autonomous driving technology company, I have 
seen Salesforce solve complex business problems. It is the technology of choice 
when no other tool in the market satisfies business needs. As an example, the 

Salesforce platform was used to build a seamless solution for purchase order accruals that integrated with 
SAP. The tools available in the market did not have the desired functionality that was very specific to their 
business. The custom solution provided those capabilities and much more. Another example, where the 
power of the Salesforce platform was harnessed, was in building a deal management tool for this company. 
This tool provided a front end to employees to submit contracts and a backend for the supply chain 
partnerships team to process those contracts. Both these examples underscore the capabilities of extending 
Salesforce beyond just CRM. 

Many companies have recognized this potential. As Ray Hein1, a senior leader in the tech world and the 
founder of Propel states: “What’s really amazing [to them] is our ability to rapidly deliver new features and 
enhancements — and it’s all because of the platform.”

Salesforce CEO, Marc Benioff 2, explains “We’re able to do all this because our Salesforce platform provides 
the agility, the flexibility, and the speed to create solutions not in months or years, but in weeks or even days”. 
In the Q1 FY21 financial report 3, the business unit “Salesforce Platform and Other” showed a whopping 
62% growth.

So the next time your client is looking to improve a business process, be their solution provider and advocate 
for using Salesforce to build the tool they need!

Salesforce is not just CRM !
Nafeesa Ahmad, our Business Systems Analyst from San Jose, 

talks about the capabilities of Salesforce beyond just CRM.

Opportunities @Infoglen
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Poll Results

Have you moved to the Salesforce Lightning Experience yet? Do you still switch back to classic ? It’s possible 
there are many who are missing out on the  cool features that Lightning offers: an efficient navigation, 
turbocharged list views, option to switch between custom branded apps, and much more. So, to see how 
many people have still not moved to Lightning UI, Infoglen conducted an open for all survey on LinkedIn: 

Has your 
organisation 
migrated to 

Salesforce Lightning 
Experience yet?

8%
No, but we’re thinking 

about it 

14%
We are in the process 

of migrating

16%
No

62%
Yes, we have migrated

InfoQuiz April

Answers of March Quiz

Winner of March Quiz

What are the hazardous components in your computer, and how can they harm you ?

Who invented the laser printer and when ?

What is Ability Force ?

A blockchain is a distributed, cryptographically-secure database structure that allows network 
participants to establish a trusted and immutable record of transactional data without the need for 
intermediaries. A blockchain can execute a variety of functions beyond transaction settlement, such as 
smart contracts. Smart contracts are digital agreements that are embedded in code and that can have 
limitless formats and conditions. Blockchains have proven themselves as superior solutions for 
securely coordinating data, but they are capable of much more, including tokenization, incentive 
design, attack-resistance, and reducing counterparty risk. The very first blockchain was the Bitcoin 
blockchain, which itself was a culmination of over a century of advancements in cryptography and 
database technology.

What is blockchain and who was its inventor ?

The 1/1/1 model is an integrated philanthropic model which was pioneered by Benioff at 
Salesforce.com. It is centred around companies contributing 1 percent of equity, 1 percent of your 
product and 1 percent of employee hours back to the community. Salesforce does this via the 
Salesforce Foundation. It contributes free and discounted technology to nonprofits and higher 
education (Product), provides grants to various charities and communities (Equity) and Employees 
volunteer a certain amount of time in a year (Time). Since the 1/1/1 models inception, various other 
companies have adopted the model including, Google, Workday, Box and Yelp.

What is the 1/1/1 model in Salesforce ?

Research company Counterpoint recently released its quarterly report on the world’s biggest 
smartphone brands, based on their global market share. The 10 biggest smartphone companies 
globally are : South Korean tech giant Samsung topped the global smartphone market with 47% 
quarter-on-quarter and 2% year-on-year. The company shipped 79.8 million phones during the third 
quarter and held 22% market share. At the second position is Chinese mobile giant Huawei with 14% 
market share. Huawei shipped 50.9 million smartphones during the third quarter of 2020. At No. 3 is 
Xiaomi, the company beat Apple for the spot. It shipped 46.2 million units and held 13% market share. 
Apple ranked at No. 4 with 41.7 million shipments during the quarter. The company held 11% market 
share with 11% growth quarter-on-quarter. Oppo ranks at No. 5 with 31 million smartphone shipments 
in Q3 of 2020. It holds 8% market share with 26% growth quarter-on-quarter. The sixth, seventh, 
eighth, ninth and tenth positions were held by Vivo, Realme, Lenovo + Motorola, LG and Tecno.

Which are the world's 10 largest smartphone companies ?

The global mobile CRM market will grow 11% to $15 billion worldwide this year as businesses seek to 
connect with their customers through their mobile devices. Although the use of CRM on a mobile 
device is still lower than that on a laptop or desktop, the rising use of mobile devices and tablets means 
that 81% of users are now accessing their CRM software from multiple devices. Year 2020 saw 
increased use of mobile CRM. This was aided by businesses increasingly adopting cloud based CRM 
solutions, allowing their employees to access the software anywhere they go on the smart device of 
their choice. Those who have embraced these technologies have seen a huge improvement in both the 
adoption of CRM by employees and the meeting of sales quotas.

How large is the mobile CRM market and at what rate is it growing ?

Gopala KrishnaKatie Caygill

5 Fun Facts

About Holi

Source

Holi was celebrated this year on 29th March. Here are some facts about Holi you might not have known: 

The colors used in the festival signify different things. Red symbolizes love and fertility, Yellow is the 
color of the natural remedy turmeric, Green is for spring, and Blue is for Krishna.

The first day is known as Holika Dahan or Chhoti Holi and the second as Rangwali Holi, Dhuleti, 
Dhulandi or Dhulivandan.

People in Vrindavan also dedicate a day to playing Holi with flowers.

On this day, during the celebrations in public places, the usual social order of caste and age is set aside.

Holi is also celebrated in Mauritius, Fiji, Guyana, Trinidad and Tobago, Pakistan, and the Philippines.

FactfileNewsweek MyGoodTimes https://www.newsweek.com/fact-google-doodle-holi-marino-festival-color-powder-828116#:~:text=The%20Holi%20festival%20is%20usually,considered%20a%20festival%20of%20love.&text=The%20festival%20is%20used%20to%20mark%20the%20beginning%20of%20spring.https://thefactfile.org/holi-facts/ https://www.mygoodtimes.in/lifestyle/trending-now/holi-facts/

Infoglen is extremely pleased to announce the launch of our People Portal - Infohub, which is built on 
Salesforce Experience Cloud. It is a one stop Self Service Portal for all our team, employees as well as 
consultants to engage, collaborate and learn. The  team will now have access to view & update their personal 
information, apply for Time Off, look at their leave balance and Log time in the Timesheet application, view 
HR policies, raise HR, IT and Salesforce support issues. They can also get information on birthdays, work 
anniversaries and Holidays.

The Infohub also offers a place for the team to collaborate using questions tab and create and manage tasks 
assigned to them. The library section offers training video sessions on niche technology areas, certification 
training as well as project insights. Infohub also offers an Idea exchange for submitting suggestions and 
ideas. We are excited for the team to collaborate using Infohub.

Latest News @ Infoglen

Launch of Infohub- Team Community Portal !

Salesforce has introduced the next generation of Sales Cloud 
360 — new technology to support a digital-first selling world. 

Read More

2021 Equal pay update.

Read More

https://sforce.co/2PJLSil

https://sforce.co/3uyIgyt

https://sforce.co/3fRVzpv

TAB Bank has started using Mulesoft to build its open bank 
strategy and streamlines lending processes.

Read More

Salesforce Newsfeed

Salesforce and the World Economic Forum (WEF) are joining 
forces for the first annual Global Technology Governance 
Summit (GTGS), discussions on how key technologies in the 
digital, biological, and physical world can remain 
human-centered and serve all stakeholders.

Read More

https://sforce.co/3fRVzpv

https://sforce.co/3fS4I1n

Vijaya Laxmi, Salesforce Consultant, Hyderabad

The New Infogleners

Your Favourite Quote : "The greatest glory in living lies not in never falling, 
but in rising every time we fall." - Nelson Mandela

Adjective for yourself starting with the first alphabet of your name : 
Valiant

Top 3 Strengths : Problem-Solver, Quick Learner & Enthusiastic

Ashok Patel, Salesforce Consultant, Jodhpur

Your Favourite Quote : "Experience does not matter in terms of years, it 
matters in terms of knowledge"

Adjective for yourself starting with the first alphabet of your name : 
Active & Able

Top 3 Strengths : Honesty, Patience & Commitment

Once again Infoglen has received 5/5 CSAT rating and this time for Google- gUp Marketing Cloud 
Implementation. It's a great pleasure to receive two 5/5 CSAT ratings in one month.

Another 5*CSAT for Google-gUp Project !

Infoglen Family

Celebrating Performance

Leaderspeak

First & foremost, welcome to FY21. April 2021 being the first 
month of our fiscal & performance year ahead, here is looking 
back at 2020 and slight of a peek-a-boo at 2021, through my 
heart & eyes. 

While all of us have been busy absorbing & learning the lessons 
that life in the pandemic year taught us, I am here to share a 
secret with all of you from my personal diary of thoughts. Post 
joining Infoglen last year July in 2020, I have had my 
perspective challenged because of a healthy clash between 
the ‘Me’ vs ‘Him’ version of myself. I will share insights with 
you, on how Infoglen (leadership as well as employees i.e. each 
one of you) has helped me strike a balance & guided me to 
leverage my own strengths to make the right decisions.

So, the ‘Me’ version represents the un-conventional HR where I play on my strengths & the version I take 
pride in being. The ‘Him’ version of HR is more traditional and conventional with reference to my 
perspectives towards Human Capital Management, in other words – Employee Engagement and 
Management. Below is a conversation between Me and Him that encapsulates my journey here at Infoglen.

Fenil Shah, (Head HR)

‘Me’ vs ‘Him’

Monthly Newsletter, Vol 02, Issue 04 - April 2021

Infoglen Journey & The Classic Clash between Me vs Him:

Culture shift in ‘past experience
 in MNC’ vs ‘joining a startup’01 ‘Being a neutral party as an HR vs

 ‘being an employee representative’02

Him : Let’s be an SME & work in my 
own comfortable space! (silos).

Me : @ Infoglen - Let’s take end to 
end ownership & collaborate with 
people for people!

Him : I should think of both – 
organization & the employee.

Me : @ Infoglen - I will first think of my 
employees & then my organization.

‘Process oriented HR’ vs ‘people 
& process oriented HR’03 ‘Let’s be professional’ vs ‘let’s 

not be emotional’04

Him :  Set rules & have the guidelines 
followed with no exceptions. 

Me : @ Infoglen - put people above 
processes when it’s needed - be 
human at work.

Him : Don’t mix personal & professional 
lives, let’s mind our own business, take 
perception driven decisions.

Me : @ Infoglen - friends & family at 
work place, let's be frank, open & 
candid, let's not judge.

The Moral of the Share

Being agile & leveraging your strengths can really 
help you with a balanced & forward-looking 
approach in both – your professional and 
personal lives. That is also the core of our new 
‘Performance management framework and 
approach at Infoglen’. During a lot of my 
discussions with other leaders in our company as 
well as all Infoglen employees, I introspected and 
learnt that achieving a balance is important 
(doubt I will attain ‘Nirvana’ soon though ;) ). 
While I build a closer working relationship with 
you in our growth & success journey together at 
Infoglen, and while the ‘Me’ version of HR 
prevails over the ‘Him’ version, I want to share my 
heartfelt gratitude towards Infoglen & all of you 
for playing a vital role in it.

To new beginnings!
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Here is what the Program Manager at Google-gUp had to say :

"Excellent resource dedicated to our Product Expert Program!"

A huge Congratulations to Tausif Shaikh, for stepping out of his comfort 
zone and taking on a project in a completely new  area,  for excellent 
execution and for winning the trust of the customer. 

Special Thanks to Nikhil Soni and Mubeen for their initial help and guidance. Lastly, Thanks to 
Bhaskar Reddy for his support in the project.

Congratulations Everyone ! Cheers !!

Keep up the good work !

Sr. Business Analyst - Consulting Coordinator, Bluesky, had shared :

“Just wanted to give you some feedback. Your willingness to always assist in 
providing best practice principles and advice across deliverables is really 
appreciated.

You have already added a great amount of value to the team – with quick turn around times and great 
quality code. You have always been available to attend to any issues or questions which the team has 
had – no matter the time of day. 
 
Thank you for agreeing to review the mobile app which we are currently building and provide an analysis 
based on your experience and expertise as to how we could enhance performance of the app and apply 
best practise lightning components to improve the user experience. 
 
Looking forward to further unpacking the value you are able to bring to the team.”

Congratulations Ram Gudla on receiving amazing appreciation from the customer for his contributions in 
the Bluesky Project. 

Customer Appreciation for Ram !

Congratulations BSE Team !
Kudos to Saema for leading the BSE program as Business Analyst and Project Lead.

Here is what Saba has to say: 

“Congratulations to the BSE team on re-building the 
Recruitment engine, the entire HR system, the 
Timesheet functionality and the Employee Portal. Big 
Shout out to: 

Narendra, for your ‘Logtime’ concept, idea and your 
guidance and help in implementation; Ishu, for 
implementing Narendra's idea and working on all of 
the additional requirements; Avneet, for picking up 
where Ishu left and helping us in the last mile; Premsai, 
for your meticulous testing and feedback; Deepak, for 
improving icalendar and contributing to the BSE team 
even while working on his client project; Deepa, for 
her work on leave and issue management, and all the 
Feedback form improvements for recruitment; 
Bhawna, for my info UI and leave management; 
Vamshi, for issues management and Infoglen 
Calendar, Deepak for the; Saema, for overall UI of 
portal and Security; Adarsh & Mukul, for your help in 
the project.”

All of you Rock !! Keep up the great work and deliver some amazing solutions and products to Infoglen !!!”

5* CSAT for WL Construction Project !

Keep up the great work. You all Rock !!

Here is what the customer has to say:

“The entire team was very easy to work with. They 
were very quick to respond and get answers for any 
questions that we had. It is a pleasure to work with 
every one of them.”

Congratulations and a BIG Shout out to Mustafa (Sales & Account Management) &  Sohil (Presale, 
Architecture & Design), Jatin (Development) And Shanthi (QA Testing) for doing an excellent job !! 

This is one project where from sales, to architecture design, to delivery & execution to account management 
and upsell - everything was handled very nicely by the team.

Congratulations WL Construction team for getting a 5/5 CSAT survey and an excellent review from the 
customer.

Senior Application Integration Engineer- Rapid7, shared appreciation for 
Adarsh:

 “I would like to call out Adarsh’s dedication to stay up late and help with a 
production fire drill that needed leads to be uploaded to Salesforce Production.

He stayed up late, so that we can give a successful update to the Marketing team. He is such a rockstar 
and we can always depend on him to step up in times of need. We appreciate everything you do! Thank 
you, Adarsh!”

Congratulations Adarsh on receiving excellent appreciation for his contributions in Rapid7.

Keep up the good work !

Kudos to Adarsh !

Women’s History Month Celebrations at Infoglen
During the month of March, Infoglen organised 
multiple activities to bring together Women 
Infogeleners (our women employees) and create a 
space where women connect, share and support 
each other. The month started off with the launch 
and first session of Women Infogleners (WI) Circle 
on 8th March, where the topic of discussion was 
the different biases women face at and outside 
work.

The second event was a workshop on Financial 
Wellness for all women employees. The workshop 
was conducted by Aman Chawla, Founder & CEO 
of Advisor Zaroori Hai, a financial advisory. Using 
the gamification approach, he educated the 
participants on financial planning, importance of 
insurance, different investment strategies and 
how to decide what to invest in. Aman left Women 
Infogleners with some important tips. He stressed 
that they should prioritise their own needs and 
goals but also be aware of their family’s 
expenditure and expectations while making an 
investment.

On March 31st, the last day of Women’s History 
Month 2021, a Talent Share was organised for all 
Women Infogleners, where the WI team was 
invited to share their hobbies, passions, and 
talents and to connect with each other on a 
deeper level. Some shared glimpses of their baking 
and cooking skills, some shared their painting, 
photography or craft making skills. Some read out 
poems they had written and some played 
recordings of dance performances they had 
especially choreographed for the event.

She is strong yet so gentle.
She can be meek but never weak.
Her heart may be heavy but her smile is always bright.
She wants to fly high in the air like a kite.
She is a woman, alright!

She makes her chores look so easy,
while her body aches and begs for rest.
Carrying on like a soldier on duty,
She makes sure everyone’s demands are met.
Nothing misses her sight.
She is a woman, alright!

She plays different roles all her life.
Each with equal honesty and avoiding any strife.
But if you hurt her beyond a point,
Beware of her fury as it can be scary.
She fills darkness with light.

She is a woman, alright ! 

Saema Fareed

The sun is setting on a winter’s evening and the only source of 
comfort is the sky, adorned in the warm shades of the sun. I am 
walking on a familiar road away from home and as I look 
around, I can only see the green of trees other than the changing 
colours of the celestial sphere. My walk is not purposeful but 
neither lackadaisical and my steps are slow, yearning for 
something more in every movement, in every colour and in every 
breeze that brushes past me. I breathe in the heavy winter smell 
that the leaves have lent freshness to. Though there is a 
nostalgic remembrance of the stale whiff of burnt leaves that lie 
in ashes on some road; but not this road. I am with the trees now 
and they let me walk in my own forest of memories. Their 
company does not press me to think new things, but helps me 
ponder over things already thought of. I walk at times in a state 
of sleepy trance, sedated by the murmurings of the trees. Then I 
wake up to their blooming greenery, when I catch a glimpse of 
their yellow buds that like the sun, light up the trees.

An Excerpt from ‘A Walk with the Trees’

Aamena Ahmad

March Monthly Connect !
On 23rd March, Infoglen family gathered for its last All Hands Meet of FY20. The forum started by 
welcoming the new joiners Avneet, Adarsh, Aamena, Anam, Vijaya Laxmi and Ashok. Then Geeta organised 
an ice breaker session of Pechakucha for the team, where they had to make up stories by looking at the 
random pictures. 

In Leadership updates, Saba and Haroon shared about the launch of timesheet, new projects, areas for 
learning incentives and internal technical teams. In HR updates, Fenil updated on the closure of 
Performance Management for FY20.

References:  1. https://bit.ly/2PJcEYk  2. https://bit.ly/3tiZdfS 3. https://bit.ly/3mx7YRc 


